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In the dishiest book of the year, the top-rated and controversial radio host delivers the good, the

bad, and the ugly on the industry's biggest stars. But we'll let her speak for herself:Ã‚Â Whitney

Houston: "We have watched her go from our princess...to what looks like one step above a

crackhead."Ã‚Â Lil' Kim: "[She] started out as a black girl from the hood and now she's posing as a

white girl from Hollywood."Ã‚Â Mariah Carey: "Mariah will deny all day that she has ever had any

plastic surgery...Check the before-and-after photos."Ã‚Â Star Jones and Al Reynolds: "I give it three

years." --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Our review in short.For anyone expecting the insider jokes, biting wit and charm that is Wendy W. in

person, and on her talk show,unfortunately this book is NOT a reflection of any of that.I planned to

give this as a gift to a friend who really likes WW, but the book was so awful and so poorly written,

that i threw it out. -I guess it was kind of a collection or reprint of stories she has already discussed,

but the book is illegible.And I got this book on sale for less-than a $1dollar and that was still way,

way too much.Now, i'm pretty sure that at the time this book was published W. W. could afford to

have one of her staff writers help with the organization and overall content of the book, as obviously

the editors at publishing simply didn't care enough to bother, but I guess she didn't either... So

straight to the trash it went! -Meh.Overall this book is so bad it makes those old cheap grocery

tabloids look like fine reading.Don't waste your time or money on this awful, awful book.Our grade:

F-!, or (less than) ZEROStars!



Waste of money. I purchased three of her books. Not impressed, and I actually like her, and watch

her show. She is somewhat full of herself, and puts on airs, the coy smile, the fakeness, but I find

her intriguing. Can you believe his woman is worth 6 million dollars??? What a hustler, you got to

give her respect for that!

If you're a fan of Wendy and her show, then you knew that this book was coming and you knew

what it was going to be about. Chock full of "gossip," Ms. Williams does a great job of putting her

radio show to print. Readers will be pleased to know that all of Wendy's favorite topics are covered;

from Baby Momma Drama to "How You Doin'?....." Some of Wendy's most controversial interviews

are covered in the book, but I found the most interesting to be the one with Misa

Hylton-Brim--Puffy's first "baby momma."I liked the book and it was certainly a quick read, but solid

Wendy fans like myself may be somewhat disappointed; you will find most if not all of what is

covered within the pages to be regurgitated information. BUT--if you missed the MHB interview,

you'll find it here. If you missed World's perspective on homosexuality and the music industry, you'll

also find that here. And if you are one of the few remaining people on earth who did NOT hear that

ridiculously raw Whitney Houston interview, all is not lost---Wendy has included it here also.Looking

forward to the next book, Wendy (will there be one?)...; but PLEASE reserve some of your future

juicy gossip just for the book. That way your regular fans will get some new "scandalosity" between

its pages also.DYB

Really interesting.

I've never listened to this woman's show, so was unfamiliar with it. The first part of the book is a lot

about people I don't know since I'm not in the 'scene' and familiar with a lot of current artist/music.

However, I did agree a lot with some of her interviews and her advice and what seemed to be a

solid morale fiber.

I wanted to learn more about the Radio Business and this book helped. I also liked the transcribed

details of radio interviews and listeners asking Wendy for advice on personal issues. The book was

an easy read and actually finished it quickly.

If you are a Wendy Williams fan, this CD Audiobook is a must.



wendy did a great job tellin it how it was - lots of personal details, definately a great message to

those out there goin through things - she very openly and honestly tells us what happend in her life.

Definately you will want to take a afternoon to read this whole book, it will be worth it. how u doin'
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